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"US sales of OTC cough, cold, flu, and allergy remedies
have had healthy growth for the past few years, yet slowed
from 2015-16. Mintel expects growth to continue on a slow
and steady pace as consumers continue to rely on OTC
remedies to relieve the symptoms of colds, flu, or
allergies."
- Marissa Gilbert, Senior Health & Wellness
Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Overall OTC cough, cold, flu, and allergy market slows
Mainstream children’s medications decline, while natural grows
Young adults, a key consumer, most willing to forgo OTC medication when sick
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Figure 24: MULO sales of select children’s cold and sinus brands, rolling 52 weeks 2015 and 2016
Allergy tablet brands aim to improve value proposition
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Cold and cough occur in cold months; allergies spike in spring
Figure 36: Ailments experienced in the past year, by season, January 2017
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Product claims are central to choice
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Women more drawn to certain claims, men to brand name
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Barriers to OTC Remedy Use
Willingness to suffer without is the main barrier to OTC remedy use
Figure 46: Barriers to OTC remedy use, January 2017
Young adults most willing to forgo OTC medication
Figure 47: No need to treat as barrier to OTC remedy use, by gender and age, January 2017
Lack of seasonality limits the need to treat
Figure 48: No illness season by no need to treat, January 2017
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Natural remedies are prominent
Figure 49: Natural remedy use, January 2017
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Younger generations and parents seek natural options
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Some adults don’t buy into natural
Figure 52: Natural remedy perceptions, January 2017
Opportunity to encourage stocking up on natural remedies
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Figure 53: Purchase medication to be prepared, by natural remedy use, January 2017
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